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IN THE FACE OF INCREASING REGIONAL AND 
INTERNATIONAL BANKING REGULATIONS, COMPRESSED 
MARGINS, AND CHANGING CAPITAL ADEQUACY STANDARDS, 
BANKS ARE LOOKING FOR A MORE ADAPTABLE, TRANSPARENT 
APPROACH TO BUSINESS.

A more informed, more demanding customer base is forcing financial 
institutions to rethink their approach to customer service and support - 
causing fundamental shifts in the culture of the industry, especially as 
millennial-friendly startups are beginning to threaten established players. 
Meanwhile, the financial industry as a whole is still working to resolve its 
credit and capital problems, caused by the recession nearly a decade ago. 
Major players are shifting their focus to improving operational efficiency as a way
to safeguard against future turmoil, improve customer satisfaction, and gain the 
momentum needed to propel them into the digital age of banking. 
Many banking institutions are turning to Lean methods as a framework to 
embrace continuous improvement, optimize processes for delivering customer 
value, and gain a competitive edge. Below we will discuss how Lean practices, 
principles and digital trends can help banks to predict and prepare for shifts in a
 market rooted in uncertainty.



Whether your goal is to find a better job opportunity in your field or switch industry, APICS CSCP 
certification can do wonders. 95% of our students have accepted great job offers within six 
months of course completion. Our team will support you to perform well in the interviews and 
create a better future.
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Pulling multiple levers in a synchronized
way maximizes impact



WHY LEAN BANKING?
Banks have to deliver high-quality, customized customer experiences across 
digital channels while improving operational efficiency and reducing costs. 
These two, seemingly opposing, challenges leave banks looking for innovative
solutions. 
In today's age, providing quality experiences means having the adaptability 
and competitive intelligence to embrace and enable customers with new
technologies. But in order to have the capacity to create high-quality customer 
experiences, banks first have to fix their underlying operational inefficiencies. 
This - operational inefficiency - is the initial reason many banks have turned to 
Lean. In manufacturing, engineering, software development, services and
beyond, Lean has been proven to effectively help organizations control 
operating costs and reduce risk.

Banking has been no different: Four Principles established through project work, 
that Lean practices can effectively lower a bank's cost base by 25-30%. Lean has 
proven to be a particularly effective solution for lowering back and front-office 
costs. 
Lean helps to improve team efficiency: Our projects show improvements in 
process lead times of 30-60%. Thanks to all these operational improvements, 
banks are beginning to realize other less tangible, but equally significant benefits 
of Lean. As Patrick Wiebusch, Co-Founder & Managing Partner of Four Principles 
puts it: 
"Lean derives value from the customer's perspective, thus making it very 
transparent where improvements efforts should be focused on. Furthermore, 
Lean triggers an increase in employee motivation, thereby increasing engagement 
and reducing staff turnover. A successful Lean enterprise transformation changes 
the mindset to self-reliance and continuous improvement, which will sustainably 
improve the organization's performance in terms of quality, service delivery 
and costs." 
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